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£ȱȱȱǯȱȱ
can speak of the shock felt by employees
w hen employees cut dow ns take place or
w hen the company undergoes a w orrying fiȬ
nancial situation.G rounded on these realities
the refuse can occur of accepting the situaȬ
tion,upon rather reactive than proactive attiȬ
tudes.W hen people start to admit their probȬ
lem their repositioning against the created
context begins.The first concerns for acceptȬ
ing the situation imposing the change occur.
ȱȂȱ ȱȱȱȱ
up old w orking manners represent signs of

decreased resistance to change.The new beȬ
havior becomes natural w hen employees
appreciate the advantages of change. A ctuȬ
¢ǰȱȱ£ȱȱȱȬ
ȱȱȱ£ȱȱ
w hich the management team must manage
upon discernment.Loosing the safety feeling
ȱȂȱǰȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
are natural human reactions in the rapport of
ȱȂȱ ȱȱȱǯȱ
The fear of diminished responsibility, of reȬ
ȱȂȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ
alliances.In these moments it is important for
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ȱȱ¢ȱ£ȱȱ
and to indicate their problems to people, as
well as the risks they would face unless they
take measures. Performance gaps can be preȬ
sented by using benchmarking (comparison
etalon against other company or another
branch). The level of discomfort created by
the change must be tolerable, and collective
motivation should be sufficiently high as to
ensure that stressful situations are kept unȬ
der control. The quality of the communicaȬ
tion process is essential under such contexts
ȱȱ£ȱȱȱȱ
future stages of the system and therefore adȬ
vantages for employees. R eformulating orȬ
£ȱǰȱȱȱȱ
structure, represent prerequisites of organiȬ
£ȱǯȱȱ£ȱȱ
and values are essential catalytic elements in
the reaction of change. The process of change
ȱȱ£ȱȱ ȱȬ
not be achieved without individual efforts.
ȱȱ¢Ȃȱȱȱȱ
£ȱȱȱȱǯȱȬ
ulating critical thinking, real dialogue motiȬ
vates the employees and involves them in the
change. An essential element in changing beȬ
ȱȱȱȱȱ¢Ȃȱ ǯȱ
We refer here to more types of power:
Ȋȱȱ¡Ȃǲ
ȊȱȱȂǲ
Ȋȱȱ¢Ȃǲ
ȊȱInformational;
ȊȱThe resources holder etc.
ȱ£ȱȱȱ
the new functioning way, training people in
order to ensure they have the necessary comȬ
ȱȱ£ȱȱȱ Ȭ
mediate needs.
C reating attitudes and competencies
and professional development are essential

activities specific to the ample process of
ȱȱ£ȱǯ
Increasing the market share, increasing
profitability, decreasing operational costs,
expanding geographic coverage, increasing
ȱȂȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱ£ȱǯȱȱȱ Ȭ
couraging signs of success, yet they have to
be doubled by real people motivation.
Thus, we refer to four phases in the
change process:
ȊȱC reating favorable collective mentality
ȊȱBehavior change
ȊȱC reating attitudes, competencies and
practices
Ȋȱ ȱ£ȱǯ
£ȱȱȱȱȱ
resultant of a serious analyses performed
ȱȱ£ȱ¡ȱȱȱ¢ Ȭ
ers. This process must be grounded on judiȬ
cious vision of the future in which the perȬ
sonnel selection process considers the real
necessary jobs, without overloading the reȬ
maining positions. U nder such circumstancȬ
es, although additional effort is paid, it is
possible for the employees to not be able to
answer to the demands, thus creating useless
stress and tension generating points. C omȬ
parative analyses are important because they
£ȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ
context in the rapports with other spectacuȬ
lar contexts, yet total unrealistic. People genȬ
erally have a reduced tolerance to uncertainȬ
ty and that is why in limit situations prompt,
sometimes surgical measures are imposed.
O f course this is about the rapport between
moral and immoral, between efficient and soȬ
cial, between appropriate and inappropriate.
In any change it is necessary for the company
to make a correct analysis of the activities in
which it is an expert (it is obvious that here
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ȱ ȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ¢Ȃȱ
people and management). Secondly, an exact
analysis should be performed of the business
environment, in which the correct configuraȬ
tion of the stakeholders is essential.
Creating a collective mentality combines
the concrete objectives for the future with elȬ
ȱȱȱ£ȱȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱȱ¢ǯȱȱ£ Ȭ
Ȃȱȱǰȱȱ¢ǰȱȱȱ
of symbolic elements expressed by language,
rituals, metaphors, artifacts, behaviors proȬ
vides the proper environment for people to
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manifest themselves. That is why this comȬ
bination of sometimes invisible elements can
ȱȱȃ£ȱȄȱȱ Ȭ
ciples and people.
Power holders have to know that in orȬ
£ȱȱȂȱȱȱ
essential and that this can be achieved by acȬ
curate communication in which the rapport
between SAY IN G and D OIN G must be balȬ
anced.
Attracting support and creating systems
that could allow for the change represent deȬ
fining elements of the pragmatic leader.
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